
  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ROPAR 

Rupnagar, Punjab-140001 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Notice No. 16                  Dated: 13.11.2023 
 

 

Notice regarding written and trade test scheduled on 23.11.2023 against posts 
advertised vide advertisement no. 02/2023 

 

S.no. Post  Advt no. 

1.  Senior Lab Assistant ( Mechanical Engineering)  
02/2023 2.  Junior Lab Assistant (Electrical Engineering) 

3.  Junior Lab Assistant (Metallurgical and Materials Engineering) 
 

1. This is for the information of all those candidates who had applied and have been 

shortlisted for the above posts that the written and trade test for these posts is 

scheduled on 23.11.2023 
 

2. The call letters for same have been issued through email to all such candidates who 

were declared shortlisted and also to those who were found eligible after consideration 

of their representations for the above mentioned positions. The candidates are 

advised to check their email including the spam folder regarding the call letter issued 

for the written and trade test. The Institute will not be responsible for non-checking of 

email by the candidate. 
 

3. The call letters have not been issued for written and trade test to those candidates 

who were declared non shortlisted and also to those provisionally shortlisted 

candidates who had failed to submit the requisite documents when representations 

were called. Those candidates who had submitted their representations but were not 

found eligible after considering their representations have been replied on their mail 

informing about the same. 
 

4. Please note that now no request/ representation/ objection from non shortlisted 

candidates or request for submission of requisite documents by provisionally 

shortlisted candidates will be entertained regarding appearing in the written and trade 

test. 
 

5. If any shortlisted candidate has not received the call letter through email should inform 

this Institute immediately on email id recruitment@iitrpr.ac.in latest by 15.11.2023. No 

such request would be entertained after 15.11.2023. While sending the email you 

should mention the subject as Non-receipt of Call letter for the post of 

___________________.  

REGISTRAR 
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